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Students express themselves through comics, p. 12
■
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December 2, 1993

Student team polishes final union presentation
Arminda Munoz
Managing Edttor

The Pan AmericanA.aura Kay Kertesz
Rep. Kika de la Garza addresses business students In a lecture
Tuesday. The congressman visited campus to speak about the
effects of the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Final details and plans for a
student union should be ready
for presentation to students next
semester, according to the student union transition team.
1bree team subcommittees are
finalizing budget, programming
and space planning research,
two semesters since the student
union was introduced to the
student body. During Spring
1992, a student union referendum was postponed and eventually canceled because of lack
of information.
"We (the student union task
force) assumed too much,"
Sandy Rodriguez, faculty team
member, said. •we assumed students knew the difference between the University Programming Board and a student
union.•
Also, students did not know
the difference between the activities involved with UPB and a
student union, Rodriguez said.
For example, with a student
union, UPB would be able to
organize a concert once a se-

We will not have a referendum presented to the student body until they
are informed.
Elvie Davis
Assistant dean

compares to any type of student
union I've seen on other campuses,"
he said •A student union should be
a part of college life."
Rodriguez agreed and said a student union would also serve as an
educational platform for students.
Students involved with the union
would learn about programming
and gain interpersonal skills, she
said
"How many students do you know
who are responsible for a $70,000
budget?" she said. "A student union
facility will help students learn about
programming and about holding
yourself responsible for student
activities. It's more than just a building."
Also, the union would increase
human interaction on campus, she
said.
•If the student union (is approved)
nothing bad can come from it,•
Rodriguez said.
However, the team wants to make
sure the student body is well informed before another referendum
is submitted for a vote.

mester while the student union Nevarez and James R. Langabeer,
would handle comedian perfor- vice president for business affairs.
The administration made several
mances on a weekly basis.
A transition team was organized recommendations to the team.
at the end of Spring 1992 to gather
"They recommended that we
the missing information.
present them with budget and space
"The main purpose of the transi- planning," James Lozano, team
tion team was to go back and look member, said. "Hopefully we'll
at the areas of disagreements,• Elvie have enough information by the
Davis, assistant dean and team end of this semester to present to
member, said. "There had not been the administration.•
complete communication between
Also, Lozano said he hopes the
the student union task force and · team will be ready to present this
administrators."
information to the student body
During Summer 1993, the transi- next semester.
"That's what would be ideal for
tion team gathered and compiled
data from other universities with the student union," he said.
studentunions.Subcommitteeswere
Lozano· said there is a definite
•we will not have a referendum
formed to address various aspects need for a student union on camof the student union which were pus.
presented to the student body until
presented to President Miguel
"The University Center in no way they are informed,• Davis said.

·students can secure classes SAAC to determine 1994-95
in added registration dates budget recommendations
A special phone registration period, Dec. 22 through
Jan. 4, has been added, the registrar's office announced recently.
•we·will mail appointment notices the second week
of December for students who qualify for this phone
registration period,• registrar David Zuniga said.
Those eligible for this phone registration are as
follows:
• Drop/adds for students who have already preregistered by phone,
• Currently enrolled students who have not yet
registered by phone,
• Others, such as transfers, entering freshmen, and
returning students not enrolled in Fall 1993 who had
completed admission application by Nov. 15.
Students already registered must pay fees by Dec.
15. Tuition statements are being sent to the students'
billing address, Zuniga said.

If students who registered fail to make their Dec. 15
payment, they will also be eligible to register but will
lose classes they have signed up for, Joni Thomas,
assistant registrar, said.
"If you have already registered and have not received a statement by Dec. 13, you should contact the
registrar's office at ·381-2715, • Zuniga said.
Those registering during the special phone registration must pay tuition and fees by Jan. 4.
"Because of time constraints, we cannot mail statements for the special phone registration period,•
Zuniga explained.
"We highly recommend those students who are
eligible to pre-register by phone,• Zuniga added.

Arminda Munoz
Managing Edttor

The StudentAffairsAdvisoryCommittee kicks into gear next semester
when the budget for academic year
1994-95 will be determined.
This committee reviews budget
requests from campus programs and
departments and makes recommendations to the dean of students on
student service fee allocations.
SAAC is made up of five students,
appointed by the Student Government Association, two faculty memStudents who do not pre-register by phone must pay
bers and two administrators.
a $25 late registration fee when they register at arena
"We (SAAC) serve in the advisory
registration in January.
capacity," Romeo Diaz, student
member, said.
Programs and departments must
justify the need for an increase in
their budget before it can be granted,
he said.
school fines they owe before they
Applicants need to apply for a loan, Betacourt said.
Students also should come in as
clear any school early
as possible to avoid long lines
fines they owe
and because funds may run out,
FINAL
fore they apply for a Betancourt said

·Emergency loans stop Dec.15
The processing period for emergency loans wi,ll continue until Dec.
15 or until funds run out, a loan
officer said.
Loan applications can be picked
up from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in AB
214 for a $15 nonrefundable charge,
Raul Betancourt, loan officer, said.
Betancourt emphasized that emergency loans are not financial aid
and that the account is a revolving
one that depends on students paying back their loans.
"They (students) have to realize
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failure to justify an increase,• dean
of students Judy Vinson said
"It would be real nice to just give
everybody what they want but we're
not in the position to do that,"
Sharkey said.
When a budget request is rejected, the programs are usually
granted their last year's budget
amount.
SAAC recommendations are not
final and must go before President
Miguel Nevarez for approval.
"The committee's recommendations are always followed as closely
as possible,• Vinson said. However,
Nevarez has the final say, she said.
Students interested in the SAAC
are welcome to anend the budget
meetings, Diaz said.
"We try to get as much student
input but a lot ofstudents over look
it,• she said.

EXAM SCHEDULE

FALL SEMESTER 1993

loan.

"They might be out ofluck if they
wait to the last minute,• he said

they have to pay back their loan
because their younger brothers or
Loans have to be paid on or
sisters might not be able to get a before April 1 with a five percent
loan in the future," Betancourt said. interest charge.
Also, applicants need to clear any

Spring payments due in two weeks

Men's basketball wins one,
loses one early in the season.

Viewpoints
Arts and Entertainment
Sports
Classifieds

be-

Pay up or lose

This will be our last issue
tor the semester. Publication will resume Jan. 20.

Other factors such as the expansion of a program's services, an
increase in student population and
what the student body wants are
also considered before a recommendation to grant a budget increase request can be given.
A program's history is also reviewed for budget considerations.
"We look at their last performance," Pat Sharkey, student member, said. "We look at the last three
years and how they performed in
their pledging."
Programs sometimes promise to
raise a part of their budget money
through pledges.
However, not every department
or program can be granted a budget
increase.
"(Programs or departments) sometimes don't get what they want
because of the lack of funds or a

Tuition payments for Spring
94 are due Dec. 15
by 4:30 p.m.
Students can
make payments at
payments and collections between 8 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. or drop off an envelope with a
check payment in the night drop.
Night drop payments should come
in an envelope with a check that
includes license, social security, and
is stapled to the payment stub,
Esther Rendo, senior clerk, said.

The same procedure can be
done to avoid
long lines on Dec.
15.

"If they are
going to pay by
check they can just leave their envelopes in the night deposit drop,•
Rendo said
Students who do not pay in time
will be dropped but will be able to
register in a special phone registration period. (See related story p.1)

Day Classes
Exam Period

Meeting Time

Thursday, December 9
7:45 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
*English 1301
9:45 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
*English 1301
5:00 p.m.-6:45 p.m.
All evening English
1301 classes
Friday, December 10
8:30 a.m.-10:15 a.m.
Math 1300 classes
10:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Math 1334 classes
1:00 p.m.- 2:45 p.m.
All Math 1340 classes
Monday, December 13
7:45 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
MWF (7:45 - 8:35)
9:45 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
MWF (11 :45 -12:35)
12:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
TR (9:10 -10:25)
2:45 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
TR (2:35 -3:50)
Saturday classes: Examinations will be given
at regular class time on December 11.
Evening Classes: Final examinations will be
given at regular class time beginning on Thursday, December 9, 1993, and ending on Wednesday, December 15, 1993. (Classes beginning
after 5:00 p.m. are considered evening classes).

Tuesday, December 14
7:45 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
TR (7:45 -9:00)
9:45 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
MWF (8:45 -9:35)
12:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
MWF (12:45 -1 :35)
2:45 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
TR (4:00 -5:15)
Wednesday, December 15
7:45 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
TR (10:35 -11 :50)
9:45 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
MWF (1 :45 -2:35)
12:45 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
MWF (10:45 -11 :35)
2:45 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.
MWF (2:45 -3:35)
Thursday, December 16
7:45 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.
MWF (9:45 -10:35)
9:45 a.m.-11 :30 a.m.
MWF (3:45 -4:35)
12:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
TR (1 :1 0 -2:25)

*Specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be
announced by Instructor.
NOTE: Examinations should be given only at the
time designated. If an examination needs to
be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the appropriate school dean is required. Examinations for double period classes
should be given at the time scheduled for the
first hour the class meets.
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Campus lacks student input, involvement in committees

0

ne of the things I keep sensing from students is this
attitude that it doesn't do
any good to get involved or
to speak up because administration is
going to go ahead and do what they want
to do anyway. That is true to an extent (I'll
address that later). But not entirely. Students do have a voice, a continual, effective voice if we use it. Students can serve
on campus life academic committees and
can apply to become Student Government Association senators.
Most students don't even know that
these campus life and academic committees exist, yet they are the main avenue
for student input on campus. The Pan
American newspaper can provide a valuable service to the students of this university by making sure this isn't the last they
hear about these committees.
These are not just token positions either, to appease students and make them
feel like they're playing an active role.
These are genuine positions on committees th.at.play important advisory roles on
library policies, curriculum, admissions,
student health services, strategic planning, student service fees and the food

served in the cafeteria, just to mention a
few. By serving on these committees, students participate in the decision making
process; when student positions sit vacant,
we allow administrators and faculty to make
our decisions for us.
There are 13 campus life and seven
academic committees with 57 student positions. Right now we have vacancies in both
undergraduate and graduate positions on
the traffic and parking committee, the faculty development council, the institutional
assessment committee, and the Student
Service Fees Advisory Committee. GET INVOLVED! Some of these committees meet
more than others, some require more time.
Contact the SGA office at 381-2517 or come
by UC 315 for specific details. Take the time
now to do your part to insure the academic,
social and physical well-being of students
on this campus.
One point about academic committees:
Although students serve on these committees, they don't vote. SGA believes that
students should vote.. .if our input is valued
at all, then it should be : recognized as
valuable enough to warrant a vote. If riot,
quit the facade and take students off the
committees all together. Some chairmen

Editorial

and has been doing our best this past
semester to represent student needs on
campus. When we hear from you, we
pursue that issue with the appropriate
department. Senators have spent the semester working on campus issues ranging
from improving conditions in the library to
communicating with the Physical Plant to
insure that students' physical needs are
being met. Again, The Pan American would
be doing justice to the student body- by
interviewing SGA senators and holding us
accountable.
And there's one last point I need to
make. From the beginning of this administration, we have stressed the need for
better communication on campus. As SGA
senators set out to accomplish their goals,
they were astonished by the lack of communication and coordination between
departments, students and administration,
faculty and administration. We must start
communicating, and the administration
along with the faculty must start thinking
of and treating students as adults, not
children. When we approach administration with issues like the need for day care
on campus,. a regular administrative tabloid for student&, insufficient oarkin~ and

Guest Column
Nancy Fitzgerald, SGA President
allow students to vote anyway, others
hardly acknowledge our presence at all.
1bis is supposedly because of a liability
issue that if a committee were to be sued,
a student serving on that committee could
be sued also. We see this as a smoke
screen, a precaution that has no
precedent--at least until an honest attempt
has been made to investigate the issue.
UT System insurance covers faculty and
staff, not students. Again, if UT System
recognizes the importance ofstudents serving on these committees, then this small
number could be insured under a System
policy.
GA has asked the dean of studehts to request a specific ruling
on this from the UT System, and
the faculty senate is in favor of
pursuing the investigation. This is important to students, and again The Pan American newspaper would be doing us a service by keeping abreast with this issue.
SGA is dedicated to serving the students

S

inadequate library facilities, TAKE US SERIOUSLY!
Make those issues part of the short and
long term goals of this campus. Treat us
like valued customers whose needs must
be met Involve us in the planning process,
and give us a chance to show you how
valuable our input can be.
saw several goals set by James
Langabeer, vice president of business affairs, which i?cl~ded •s~~erior customer service, and improvement of services and processes.• I
sincerely hope his department follows
through with these goals. We've approached
Dr. Nevarez with many of these issues and
encouraged him to pursue their implementation. Students are the livelihood of this
campus and need to be acknowledged as
such. When SGA comes to administration
with concerns, they need to be receptive.
We don't ask for much. Many times we're
just asking for our fair share. Students, get
involved today. There are SGA senate vacancies for representatives from the College of Arts and Sciences; School of Business, School of Education and ai large. We
can't do it alone. Come by the SGA office,
UC 315, today.

I

My, my, hey, hey

It's better to burn out than graduate

Stay Tuned T

bere'ssomethingaboutschool
that really sucks. Maybe it's
just that you have to do things
you don't want to. I mean, if
you're majoring in English, why do you
have to have so much math and science?
Why do you have to take P.E.? Nothing is
free, so why should I have to pay for
something I don't want?
I hate tests, too. Why should I have to
his is our last issue for the fall semester so The Pan American would
prove to you or anybody that I know how
like to wish everyone good luck with their finals and happy holidays . to work out polynomial equations or that
during the break. Also, since this is the last issue, it would be a good
I know what William Carlos Williams meant
time to reflect on the semester and its events.
when he ;aid, "So much depends upon a
One of the major issues that was followed during the semeste r was the negotiared wheelbarrow"? I know I can do it.
tions between the student union transition team and the administration. (see related
Homework's a drag. Why should I have
story, p. 1) This issue is paramount because of the financial impact it will have on
to answer 50 questions on the same stuff
students. They will be asked to approve or disapprove having a student union fee.
when 10 should prove that I have a grasp
Because students will be asked to vote, we sought to give this issue as much
on the subject?
coverage as possible so that students can make an informed vote if they've kept up
In-class essays are stupid. Why is it so
witlf our stories. Since this issue is ongoing, our coverage will continue next
important that I can prove a point on paper
semster.
in some order in 45 minutes? Does that
The Student Affairs Advisory Committee will be revving up during the spring
make me more apt to succeed in society?
semester. This committee, if you are not familiar with it, makes re commendations
Research papers are a waste. I mean,
on student service fees (see related story, p. 1). Although we have not followed this why rewrite other people's work? .You
story yet, it will be one of the major issues for next semester.
Some members of SAAC wish to conduct a survey on how students feel about
where there student service fee goes. To do this properly, Ann Ramos, SGA senator,
has approched The Pan American to provide a forum to inform students concerning
the issue next semester.
The Pan American will pursue this endeavor because of the fundamental imporhere is a growing movement
tance of providing information to students.
in America that has me very
But while these issues will be pursued, a larger frame of refrence is needed to
worried. It seems the once
understand some of the major changes that are happening on this campus and th~
"underground" culture emarea of the country. Changes that challenge us everyday not to settle for second
braced by the bohemians and slackers of
best when it comes to our education. Challenges that must be met to ensure that we the S0's, 60's, 70's and 80's have become
will not be left behind in the mad dash toward the next century.
the fare of the Girbaud-clad, Polo-seduced
These challenges come in the form of increased funding for our unive rsity and the masses of kiddie bop.
acceptance of doctoral programs for this university.
"Teeny bopper is.our newborn king,..•
We must expand these programs.
hails the song by Sonny Bono, Cher, and of
We must grow.
late, Beevis and Butthead. Face it, punk
We must succeed.
rock is cliche and grunge is passe for those
The Pan American will follow these events and issues next semester.
who have already been there. How could
this happen?!? Well, it's been a long time
coming and I can even trace the decline.
It started when the first hippie hung up
his beads and wools_ and donned the
business suit of the yuppie. Scared that his
children would embrace the same renThe University of Texas - Pan American
egade and revolutionary ideas he once
. 1201 W. University Drive UC 322
embraced as an "enlightened" individual,
Edinburg, TX 78539
he began to slowly infiltrate the inner
(210) 381-2541 • FAX (210) 381-2268
workings of the system to make sure that
Editor...............................................................................................Trinidad Gonzales
nothing would happen unless HE made it
Managing Edito r.................................................. .........................Arminda Munoz
happen.
Copy Editor.................................................................................... Melissa Downey
Let's face it, Pearl J am's music may have
Arts & Entertainment Editor..............................................................Alvaro Rodriguez
at one time embraced the slacker attitudes
Sports Editor....................... ....... .............................................................. David Hunte r
of the X generation (the 20-something
Assistant Sports Editor........................................................................Melissa Vasquez
crowd), but the Armani soldier of corpoAdviser.......................................................... .............................................Joyce Prock
rate Ame rica owns the company and tells
Secretary..............................................................................................Juanita Sanchez
them what they can or can't sing about.
Advertising Manage r.......................................... ,....................... .Joseph ManginJr.
These are the same people that are
telling us it's cool to wear flannel and jeans
The' Pan American la a publlcatlon of The University of Texas-Pan American Student

Important issues are coming up

T

Nowhere is Now Here
Alvaro Rodriguez
have to go the library and find out what
other people have said about a thing and
then you spend time rewriting what they
said so that your teacher can say you did
the work. That's stupid.
Pop quizzes are dumb. Why do I have to
be surprised into learning? If you come at
me with something when I'm not expecting
it, what's that supposed to do? Should I
have a number two pencil ready all the
time in case somebody in the future decides
to quiz me?
aving to show up to class
everyday is ridiculous. I paid
for this. I should be able to
show up or not show up
without penalty. This two unexcused
absences stuff is for the birds. Having to
bring books to class is even stupider. In
class we're supposed to discuss. We can
read our books anytime. Besides, they're

H

too heavy to lug around everywhere and
it's not like we have lockers.
roup projects are the worst.
You end up doing all the work
yourself 'cause everybody else
in your group is stupid. It always
happens that way.
Oral reports are dumb. Why should I
have to stand in front of the class and say
what I know about meiosis? They're not
listening and I don't care about it either.
School is really stupid. So you're probably.
saying to yourself, "Okay, smart ass. If you
don't like it, why don't you just leave?"
Okay, I will.
P.S.: We live in a world of quick-fix
remedies and silly slogans that are supposed
to tell us how to feel and how to act. "Just
say no.• "Stay in school:' "Give- a noot. "
The world is more complex than that.
Nothing is black and white. I just want to
thank a lot of people who, for the year and
a halfI've attended this beloved institution,
have helped me see shades of gray.
Nowhere is now here. Oh, I get it.

G

It's more than just an attitude

T

The Pan American

Publlcatlona. The Pan American Is published every Thursday except during examination
periods, vacations and holidays. It la under. the Department of Student Affairs, Judy
Vinson, dean of students; and Joyce Prock, adviser. Views presented are those of the
writers and do not necessarily reflect those of the university administration. Subscrlp•
tlona are $6 per year or $3 per semester and can be made by contacting Student
Publications, University Center 322.

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be inc luded for verification. Letters should be no
more than one page, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion wili not be changed. Deadline for letters and guest columns will be
at 5 p.m. the Monday before that week's publication. Letters can be brought to University
Center Room 322 or mailed to T he Pan American at 1201 University Drive, UC 322,
Edinburg, TX 78539.

Scraping up the
Roadkill
Cayetano "Cat" Garza Jr.
with gaping holes in them. These are also
the same people who whe re beat down by
cops in the Democratic Convention of '68.
I'm not saying that all baby boome rs are
bad, I'm just saying that most of these exhippies just can't be truste d. They're the
ones running the show.
MTV has a lot to do with the media's
assault on subculture America. By providing the children ages 12-19 with images of
"coolness," suddenly it becomes vogue to
buy your clothes at a second-hand store
and "hip" to listen to amp-injected guitar
riffs.
It's hard to draw the line. It's even harder
to. define what "punk," "grunge," and
"slack" really is these days . Is it a state of
mind or a fashion state ment? Well, for all
intents and purposes of this column and
my own personal views, it is a state of
mind. It's a way of being.
ou have to feel what you're
being. You d on't TRY to be a
slacker, you either ARE one or
AREN'T one. And it's not always the greatest thing. It's no fun wearing
the same two shirts and three pairs of jeans

Y

for two years.
hingscatchuptoyou. You skip
the things that you think are
meaningless and not conducive to your future and you
wind up doing terrible in them ....You see,
ever since man realized he could trick
people into trading paper or metal trinkets
for goods and services, he has developed
a great mechanism calle d SOCIE'IY that
just keeps chugging alo ng, growing in size
and influence, spitting out the poor souls
that are stupid enough to venture onto its
megalithic path. Those who belong to the
subculture are the survivors... the ones that
manage to keep functioning long after the
shock of realizing ·the place that society
does not have for them. Those that keep
surviving on the fringes of society.... on the
edge.....those are the true slackers, losers,
and bohemians. They keep their eyes on
the goals that they have set for themselves
and manage to do just enough to ge t by in
society's set standards. I'm not saying that
there is no purpose to "kiddie culture,• I
just think the separation between the culture that is set up by corporate America for
its young people and the subculture that
the young adults on the fringes of society
have created should remain separate. Call
me elitist, but that is just my point of view.
We thrive on being separate from the
mainstre am, not being part of it.

T

Letters to the Editor
Bands ran off with
students' dough,
writer says
Let me tell you a story of how every
student enrolled at this university last fall
was swin dled out of $1300 in precious
student service fees .
The two bands covered so far in the

"Students in Bands Series," Holy Smoke
and Lonesome Dove , were hire d to play at
the Fall 1992 Carnival of the Great Pumpkin. If you recall, the weather w as a
nightmare.
The bands set up, the downpour began,
and the bands re-loaded. My co-chair, Joe
Lopez, and myself, were courteous enough
to he lp them cover their equipment and
re-load.
Normally, payment is made to the band
after services rendered. Due to an error
however, payment was inadvertent!;

mailed to these bands p rior to the carnival.
The ethical thing to d o w ould have been
to give the money back, especially since
we offered them a portion of the check for
setting up. We never d reamed they would
do the exact opposite .
Although the b ands did not play a single
note, they kept the full paymen t Lonesome Dove kept a $600 check and refused
to negotiate at all. Holy Smoke kept a $700

See Letter p. 3
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i, Que Pasa?

,

November

front of the BA.

• Through Dec. 2, International
Student Association, Center of International Studies and the LRC are
sponsoring a Christmas tree decorating and window painting contest
called "Christmas Around the
World." Sign up at the LRC office
administration office on the second
floor.
• Through Dec. 10, Juventud
Hispana (Spanish Club), will have a
campus wide candy sale from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.

December
2

Catholic Campus Ministry will
celebrate mass during activity period in the campus chapel.
• Delta Zeta Sorority will have
abakesalefrom8a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the LRC.
• UPB is sponsoring AIDS
Awareness Week during activity
period in the ~cience Quad.
• Students in Free Enterprise
willmeetfrom8:30to 10 p.m. in the
BA
• Honors Society will meet
during activity period in LA 111.
Two speakers are to talk about their
honors thesis. All students are encouraged to attend.

3

Alpha Kappa Psi will have a
taco sale from 7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in

4

ADAP SAYS by Deborah Sullivan
meet during activity period in UC

306A.

Students in Free Enterprise
Delta Zeta Sorority will have
will meet 8 a.m. to 2 p .m. in LA 101 .
Dr. Gilbert Cardenas will discuss a fundraising bake sale from 8 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. at the Library.
college life and its benefits.
• Special Topics Rehabiliation
United Methodist Campus class will sponsor a panel discusMinistry will meet during activity sion on • The Impact on Relationperiod in LA 110.Guest speaker will ships With People With Disabilites"
from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in 2.110 at
be David J. Moreno.
the Health Science Annex. Everyone
is wel~omed.
Catholic Campus Ministry will
celebrate mass during activity peStudents in Free Enterprise
riod in the campus chapel.
will
meet
from 8:30 to 10 p.m. at the
• Honors Society will meet
Business
Administration
Bldg. 110.
during activity period in the LA
faculty lounge. There will be a reception to honor the fall honors
United Methodist Campus
graduates. All honor students are Ministry will meet during activity
period in LA 110. The guest speaker
invited to attend.
• IVCF will meet during activ- will be David J. Moreno.
ity period in BA 110, the auditorium
• "Midnight Breakfast" sponsored by the Food Service Commitroom.
• Association for Computing tee will be held at the Snack Bar
Machinery, Student Chapter at U1PA starting at 11 p.m. The breakfast
will meet in Business Bldg., 111 and will be free to dorm students and
$1.00 to non-dorm students.
213.
• Juventud Hispana (Spanish
REHAB will meet during acClub) will have an officers meeting
tivity period in NB 2.110.
from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in CAS 184.
• lntervarsity Christian Fellow• Solidarity will meet during
ship will have group meeting duractivity period in LA 121.
• Apostolic Christian Truth So- ing activity hours in Business Bldg.
ciety will have chapel service from 111 and 213.
• Juventud Hispana (Spanish
noon to 1:30 p.m. in the University
Club) will have an officers meeting
Chapel.
• Circle K International will from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in CAS 184.

8

6

7

9

13

14

Police Reports

November

arrested and the case is pending
court procedures.

tody _and charges were filed.

22

Ataillightassemblywastaken
from
a
Nissan pickup parked in Lot
A
vehicle
was
scratched
while
8 A ten speed bike was stolen
A-6.
parked
in
Lot
I.
from the Physical Science area.
• A license plate was taken
A purse was stolen from the
from
a v~hicle while parked in Lot
A vehicle license plate was
LRC
4th
floor carrel room. The
taken from a vehicle parked in Lot J.
purse was left unattended.
A.
• A shoulder bag was stolen
• A vehicle was broken into in
The Education Building men's
from NB 2.174. The bag was left
Lot F. A car alarm and clothing were room was sprayed with graffiti.
unattended.
taken.
A vehicle window was broThree juveniles were picked
A student was assaulted by ken while it was parked in Lot D.
up
for
truancy.
her husband. A male subject was Two juveniles were taken into cus-
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23

11

19

21

17

24

Sniffers Beware/I

Death is just around the corner
Gasoline, paint thinner, lighter
Inhalants can also be deadly. Sud- are cheap and easily available. An
fluid, PAM, nail polish remover, den Sniffing Death (SSD) syndrome inhalant abuser may appear "drunk,•
white-out and many other common has been reported in many cases. the user's breath will often smell
household items are being used as Other deaths occur when oxygen is like chemicals, weight loss will oca way to get "high.•
displaced in the lungs; when the cur, personal appearance will deThese items are known as inhal- inhalants have depressed the cen- generate, and performance will deants and inhalant abusers are known tral nervous system to the point crease. Due to the brain damage
as "sniffers" or "huffers. • Inhalants where breathing ceases; or when that occurs, many abusers become
are known by a variety of names, suffocation takes place from inhal- violent.
such as "poppers,• "rush," "spray," ing through a plastic bag.
A long term user faces a very
"shine• and "gh,1e. •
Permanent brain and nerve dam- difficult road if he/she decides to
Inhalants are breathable chemi- age, kidney and liver disease, heart quit. Tolerance has built up and the
cals that produce psychoactive va- irregularities, and cancer can occur abuser has probably sustained perpors, and they are addicting. The in long or short term use.
manent brain damage that makes
inhalant abuser uses a doth, a plas"Sniffers" report loss of memory, judgment, logic and memory diffitic bag, a mask, or inhales directly inability to concentrate, and a sense cult.
from the time (i.e.: a gas tank) to get of continued confusion. Estimates
The success rate for treating long
"high."
are that one out of every three term inhalant abusers is low. If you
Effects are almost immediate. The children, at some point in time, will know someone who "sniffs,• enbreathing of inhalants through the experiment with some type of in- courage them to seek help immedilungs carries the chemicals directly halant.
ately.
to the brain, through the blood and
If you are contemplating trying
Males generally outnumber fethe effects are felt in three to five males 10 to one anp many inhalant it--don't. There simply is no good
seconds, lasting from five to 45 abusers begin with inhalants and news about inhalants. If you would
minutes once sniffing has stopped. then move on to other drugs.
like more information on this topic,
Many abusers begin as children or if you need help, please come by
A period of drowsiness, headaches
and nausea may follow.
and choose inhalants because they UC 303 or call 381-3676.
Letters p. ? -_ _ __:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
check and offered to play at another
event, Mardi Gras, in the spring.
Yet when spring came, they went
back on that offer. Note that when
a situation like this arises, the band's
name is added to a list of bands that
will never be hired at this university
again due to a breech of contract
Gettingalawyertohelpusgetthe ·
money back was not considered as
it would have cost you even more
money in student fees.
The free publicity provided by
this publication in those two articles
infuriates those affiliated with the
University Program Board that endured the ordeal of attempting to
negotiate wjth individuals that refused to be ethical, mature businessmen.
Kim Snyder
Special events co-cbatr,
·
Fall 1993

R E S E R V E

Student cries:
One ticket too
ffl an Y
Eighty dollars! It cost me eighty bucks
to get the damn wheel lock off my car
and pay the series of parking tickets I
had pending against me for the most
ridiculous reasons.
I got a ticket for not displaying my
parking sticker the first week of school.
I place the sticker onto my dash in the
appropriate area, not applying it in case
I had to drive my husband's car to
school. Guess what? "The sticker must
be permanently affixed to the windshield of the automobile.•
A week later, I walked out to my car,
and there was a familiar yellow flag
flapping behind my windshield wiper.
This time for parking the wrong way in
a parking space. I approached an of-

0 F F I I: E R S'

fleer and demanded an explanation.
"If you park the wrong way in a
space, then when you exit the space
you will be driving the wrong way on a
one way: he said.
I was infuriated.
Just when I thought I had covered
my bases and was doing no wrong, I
went to get some camera equipment
from the media theater and backed my
car up to the loading dock.I placed a
note explaining this on my dash(yes,
right next to my permanently affixed
ITTPA parking sticker).
Within minutes I had a ticket and a
wheel lock on my car.
If you ask me, it's a money making
scam and I don't think we, as students,
should be subjected to this bull!
C.arrle W. Sanguinetti
Communications Junior

't RAINING

CORP S

years

2 hours
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MY DEGREE GOT ME
TBE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME
TBEJOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this job. rm sure my college
degtee and good grades kept me in the running. But in the end it
was the leadership and management experience I got through
Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me :responsibility, discipline and leadership. Those are things you just can't learn from a textbook.
Idon'tknowwhereI'dberightnowiflhadn'tenrolledinAnny
ROTC, but I do lmow one thing for sure ... I wouldn't be here.
For more information, contact Major Lazo at the Military
Science Department, Southwick Hall, Room 204, 210-381-3600.

With Visa®you're accepted at more than IO million places
around the world, nearly three times more than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -©VisaUS.A.lnc.1993- L------

- - - - - -- - - -- - -- ---------------------
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Computer illiterates weep no more:

LRC to instruct patrons
Students, faculty and staff
who cringe at the mention of
PACs and indexes can plan on
a new start next semester. The
week of Jan. 24-29 will be
dedicated to teaching chem how
to use the online system, according to Diane Chladil, librarian.
Interested persons can learn
how to use Library of Congress
subject headings and how co
search for books and audiovisual materials, she said.
Instruction will also include
how to use the UT-Austin catalog to search for periodical
articles and how to use the
Periodical Holdings List
Classes will be held Monday-

The Pan American/Meredith A. Markham

Marina Tijerina, biology chemistry senior, lands
a sidekick on her Instructor, Armando Olivarez,

during sparring pratlce at a local Kuk Sool Won
School of self denfense.

December
7:30 a.m - midnight
7:30 a.m - midnight
7:30 a.m - 5 p.m.
8 a.m .. - 5 p.m.

12
13-15
16
17

Class size will be limited to 18
participants per session. Participants can register Jan. 17-21 at the
reference desk, or call Chladil,
316-7075, or Lily Torrez, 381-3301.

Friday in LRC 205 at regularly
scheduled class times and will last
45 minutes. Saturday classes will
also be scheduled, depending on
interest.

IRS seeks
volunteers

Nursing students graduate under new program,
receive school's first bachelor of science degrees
tained their extra science hours,
and 14 are original graduates offue
Sta.ff
new BSN program.
However, the students will practice their nursing skills with a temTwenty-seven students will be
the first to receive bachelor of sciporary license until they take their
state board exam in February.
ence degrees in nursing at commencement ceremonies this month.
"It feels great," said Arnold
, Previously, students had to obAnzaldua, graduatingsenior. "I can
tain a certain number of hours in
finally start living my life."
science before they could pursue a
Students who apply to the nursBSN, said Sandy Sanchez,BSN coing program are strictly selected by
Gina Klinberg
ordinator
the Nursing Student Development
nursing freshman
Committee on the basis of the
However, some students wanted
to immediately begin earning their
highest GPAs and completion of
degree without taking the extra same "leadereship, management the general requirement courses.
"Most of all, (students) have co
science hours, she said.
and other skills required.•
The university recently adopted
In 1983, UTPA offered an associ- like (nursing)," Anzaldua said.
Another student agreed.
a program that allows students to ates degree in applied nursing, a
obtain a nursing degree that will program which took aproximacely
"Many people are here because
waive the extra science hours, yet two years to earn. The students
still provide students with accurate then qualified to earn a BSN degree of the money," said Gina
preparation.
and had to travel outside the Valley Klinberg,freshman. "But as soon as
they take the first course out on
Although the additional hoursare to earn it.
no longer required, Sanchezsaid
As a result, 13 of the students the floor they realize chat money is
students are still prepared with that will graduate have already ob- not a strong reason to stay."

Alma Maldonado

LRC hours
during finals

But as soon as they
take thefirstcourse
out on the floor
they realize that
money is not a
strong reason to
stay.

Students who are interested in
helping the elderly, the physically
challenged, and taxpayers who
have difficulty in understanding
IRS forms can join the volunteer
income tax assistance program on
campus.
Training sessions will take place
from9a.m. to 5p.m.,Jan. 4-5, in BA
120 E, Dennis Dillinger, coordinator for VITA at UTPA, said.
Interested students will receive a
training manual and must attend 16
hours of lectures, he said.
"They will be given comprehensive training to prepare simple tax
returns,• Dillinger said, such as the
1040 EZ, 1040 A, and 1040.
Students will test out on each
form they wish to help people
with.
Some benefits students will gain
by going through this program indude learning more about income
taxies and improving their inter-

Math Final
Exam Reviews

viewing techniques, he said, as
well as satisfaction fr!)m doing community service.
"The good thing about the program is the feeling you get if a lady
walks in and is expecting to owe
money and instead learns chat she
is going to get back money,"
Dillinger said.
There are presently 35 members
from the Accounting Society volunteering for the program but
Dillinger is looking to have 50
volunteers.
All students are welcome to help,
not just accounting or business
majors, he said.
The society is sponsoring VITA
on campus for their community
involvement projects.

•i~•
Math 1357
MB110

Ma.iii 1360 \ . .

·. MD;Jl?';;j. •··
Math 1370
MB115

Any student chat is interested can
contact Dillinger at 381-3319 or
talk to Anna Salinas society chairperson for the project, he said.
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North 10th & La Vista• McAllen• 631-0666

Complete
ACourse
This Week
9
For Just $4 5.

T

ake a mental break for some comfort food. Enjoy
a spaghetti dinner with our classic tomato sauce
for just $4.95.
Or, savor one
of our 30 other
delicious Italian
dinner entrees
priced from
$5.95 to $8.95.
All meals include generous portions, a tossed salad, and
all the fresh Italian bread you can eat!

~-····································
With this coupon, buy any dinner entre & receive
One Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce Dinner FREE!
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BOOK
BUY BACK
MEANS MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET!
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South Texas Book & Supply /f ·,
Edinburg, Texas • 380-0345

"Where eating is believing..."

·.:

. ·'

We buy back books year-round.
Come see us first for all your
book and school supp·ly needs!
1518 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)
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North 10th & La Vista• McAllen• 631-0666
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WE PAY TOP PRICES FOR
USED BOOKS AND YOU CAN WIN
CASH PRIZES AT BUY BACK TIME!

. REMINDER FOR SPRING SEMESTER
SAVE ON ALL YOUR TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES.
WE HAVE THE BEST SELECTION OF USED BOOKS!

WE WILL MATCH ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICES
SPECIAL HOURS
' JAN,11Kf
7:30 AM)~8,1?.M.
IAN 17-20
JAM"fl)n~ "·' ' 7:30 A-M _:,6~P'M . ) JAN 21
SAT., JAN 15
9 AM- 2 PM
SAT., JAN 22
J~ 1

11

rl

I

7:30AM-9 PM
7:30AM-5 PM
9AM-2 PM

REGULAR STORE HOURS
MONDAY-THURSDAY 7:30 AM - 5:30 P.M.
· FRIDAY
7:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.

========t

I.
LJ

•

UTPA tramples Monterrey Tech,
falls to seasoned Fort Hood

lntramurals
Flag champs
winTurkey Bowl
12-6, head
for 'Big Easy'
Melissa Vasquez

David Hunter

Assistant Sports Editor

Sports Bdltor

The UTPA intramural flag football
champions, the Mustangs, hosted
Texas State Technical College in the
annual Turkey Bowl on Thursday,
November 18. The Mustangs
defeated TSTC 12-6 in overtime.
"TSTC scored first,• Arturo
Cabren., graduate assistant said.
"They surprised me. They had a
better team than in the past games
we've played against them. The last
games we had against them we
won by scores of 60-12, 42-7. This
year they gave them a good game.•
Cabrera said the Turkey Bowl
was a preparation game for the
Mustangs as they get ready to head
to the USF&G National Invitational
Flag Football Championship in New
Orleans on December 27- January
1.
The winners of the New Orleans
National Tournament will play an
exhibition game, known as the
"Parade of Champions," prior to or
at half time of the Sugar Bowl, he
said. Winners from the national
tournament will receive Sugar Bowl
tickets as well as other prizes.
Still going on in intramurals is 3on-3 basketball as well as tennis.
"We are running out of days
because there are very few days left
in the semester. We are trying to
finish everything up,• he said
Three-on-three basketball is a
preseason game to the Schick Su per
Hoop tournament that will be held
next semester. The winners of the

Four players in double figures
was too much for the Broncs as the
Ft Hood Tankers found all the
chinks in the Broncs armor in a
tough 81-91 win Friday at the
Fieldhouse.
Head Coach Mark Adams said Ft.
Hood exploited the Bronc defense.
"We kept shooting ourselves in
the foot,• Adams said. "Every time
we got close we had a turnover or
we would take a questionable shot
or miss a .free .throw."
"The effort was good," Adams
continued. "I felt we had great
offensive performances by certain
players. we've got a lot of offensive
weapons."
Greg Guy led all players with 32
points but it was not enough to
shoot down the Tankers.
Fort Hood head coach Ron Foster
was pleased with the play of the
Broncs.
"You're not as tall as some of the
teams that we've played and
aggressive inside, but your outside
shooting and movement was just as
tough as any game we've played,"
Foster said.
"We tried to to contain a lot of
things but we were not able to keep
them (The Broncs) from their
patterns and that's what kept them
in the game, they were able to get
to their designated spots and do the
right things, n he said.
Vernon Carr, a Michigan State
basketball star, had 22 points and 9
rebounds to lead the Tankers.
Bronc Head Coach Mark Adams
felt that the Broncs had trouble

See Mustangs p. 13

shutting Carr down.
"Carr was just sensational," Adams
said. "We just couldn't stop him.
We were disappointed that we could
not stop their best players.•
Larry Coates, Kenneth Simpso~
and Brian Pitts combined for 50
points.
Early in the game John Gaston
sent home the message with a
soaring slam dunk.
"Gaston is an explosive player,•
Adams said. "Sometimes at practice
he'll make ten three-point shots in a
row."
The Broncs made a lot of good
plays early but had difficulty getting
the ball in the net.
The Tankers used this to their
advantage and took the higher
percentage shots.
At the start of the second half the
Tankers began to pull away and led
by 14 points at one point in the
game.
Guy was able to heat it up again
wlth two consecutive points edg1ng
the Broncs back into the game, but
the Tankers' defense and missed
free-throws kept the win from
becoming a reality.
Adams was not worried about the
free throw and said they would get
better with practice, but the
problems with the defense did create
some worry.
"Defensively overall, there were
a lot of holes in our team defense,"
Adams said. "They broke us down
with good penetration and that was
something that they exposed: a lot
of our weaknesses that we're going
to have to work on.
The Broncs proved to be too
much f?r Monterrey Tech defeating

See Broncs p. 13
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The Pan American/ Laura Kay Kertesz

UTPA Junior forward Reggy Scott tries to steal the ball from Marlo Chapa Del of Monterrey Tech.
during the exhibition game on Saturday, Novemeber 20. The Broncs defeated ~ Rams 96-56.

..

POOL, PING PONG&DARTTOURNMUNT
DECEMBER 10, 1993

1 P.M. - 6 P.M.
U.C. RECREATIONAL ROOM
POOL TOURNAMENT
One Division
Straight Eight
$5.00 entry fee
Awards:
h,t - Trophy & $75 cash
2nd - Trophy & $50 cash
3rd - Trophy & $25 cash

PING PONG TOURNAMENT
Two Divisions - Novice & Advanced
$2.00 entry fee
Awards:
1st - Plaque & $50 (Advanced), $25 (Novice)
2nd - Plaque & $25 (Advanced), $15 (Novice)
3rd - Plaque & $15 (Adva nced), $10 (Novice)

DART TOURNAMENT
One Division
Cricket
$5.00 entry fee - Must bring own darts.
Awards:
1st - Trophy & $75 cash
2nd - Trophy & $50 cash
3 rd - Trophy & $25 cash

ATfEN'llON GRADUATING sruoENtSm

· WOULDYOUEVER
I
WALK NAKED AT THE
NORTHPOLE?

~

Of course you wouldn't. In fact, we think it's safe to say that
''going bare'' at a place like the North Pole would be pretty risky.
The point is that not having health
insurance is also risky business. We
call it "going bare" and that is exactly
what may be about to happen to
many graduates. Once you're out of
school you may not have health
insurance until you find a job. That
may be only a couple of months, but
going bare for even that short period
of time can be financially disastrous
if you have a serious accident or
unexpected illness.
Well, here's good news! Monticello
Life Insurance Company now offers
SHORT TERM PROTECTION. For
graduating students it's the IDEAL
health insurance policy because it

does n?t require a long:term
comnntmen~. It pr~vides big dollar
comprehensive maJor medical
coverage for Texas residents and can
be purchased for 30 to 180 days of
co_verage. Just the thing you need to
bndge you from graduation to the
next permanent position in your life.
Please check to see when your
current coverage ends and let us send
you a free brochure on our Individual
Advfill:tage ~ho~ Term Protection.
Then, if you re mterested in avoiding
the unkn?wn risks of GOING BARE
after getting that ~ploma, you11 have
a short-tenn solution!

800-521-8515, EXT. 1993

WINNERS WILL HAVE ALL EXPENSES PAID AND
WILL ADVANCE TO REGIONAL TOURNAMENT
TO REPRESENT UTPA.
• All participants must have a valid UTPA 1.D. and a minimum 2.0 GPA.
Register In UC-205. Deadline for entry is December 8, 1993.

SPONSORED BY UPB

Monticello Life Insurance Company
This refers to policy form #900314. For costs and further details of covera · 1 .
ge, me
, ~uding excJus·10ns, any reductions or
limitall..ons and the terms under w hich the policy may be continued
Ill orce, call the company.
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Lady Broncs drop two games
. .
Ex - B ronc p Iayer W 111 1ams .
.1n k s d ea1w1·th Oa kl-an d A' s 1n 0 klahoma to open season
Melissa Vasquez

Carrie W. Sanguinetti
Stqff
Jay Alves, director of information
for the Oakland A's, has asked the
Broncs to fax him the full college
statistics on George Williams.
Williams,who captained the Bronc
baseball team in 1990 and 1991 is
playing winter ball in the Dominican
Republic until he reports for spring
training with the A's.
A native of La Crosse, Wisconsin,
Williams earned his chance at the
majors as a Southern League AllStar catcher--.295 average, 14
homers, and 77 RBI in 1993 at
Huntsville, Ala.
"He's a big man,• baseball student
assistant Sean Mose said. "He's doing
real well right now.•

Williams, a switch-hitting catcher didn't get player of the week that Assistant Sports Ed'ltor
had his biggest moment with UTPA week," Bronc coach Al Ogletree
said. "The conference gave it to
A razor-edged 70-68 loss to Oral
some guy who had two doubles RobertsUniversityonFridayshowed
instead.•
that the Lady Bronc basketball team
Before coming to UTPA, Williams has come a long way from where
played for Mira CostaJunior College they were last year. An exciting
in California where he was MVP. He home game against Monterrey Tech
was an all-conference pitcher and showedthefansthattheLadyBroncs
shortstop in junior college before are prepared for a successful year.
his days as a catcher.
Head Coach Tracie Garner said
Members of the Bronc baseball she is excited about the things that
department seem to be very excited she saw in the game against ORU.
about Williams contract with the
"I'm very excited about the
Oakland A's.
possibilities that I saw" Garner said.
George WIiiiams
"We're pulling for him all the "WegotbeatbyORUbyJU·stnus·sing
against Arkansas State when the way," said Ogletree.
a few free throws. It was a close
"I would say that he has made game. I think the girls were a little
Broncs were down and he was up
to bat He was 3 for 4 and smashed himself into a top prospect within nervous coming out and being so
a grand slam bringing in the game the organization," Alves said. "With young.•
Overall she was pleased with the
winning runs.
a switch-hitting catcher, there's no
girls performance on the court she
"That really upset me because he telling how far he can go.•
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ said.
."I think we played a more
controlled basketball game as we
did against Monterrey Tech," she
said. "We played together and the
girlsareputtingoutgreateffortand
playing hard.•
Carrie Sanguinetti
On Saturday the ladies faced the
Sta.ff
University of Oklahoma in another
working hard and looking forward
to the srping."
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' challenging game where thev were
The Lady Trojans grabbed the
UTPA tied at 965 with Abilene in the lead most of the first half
first three places as Kelly Ayres lead Christian for 16th place at the Rice- coach Garner said However, that
UALR with a 164 finish, Caroline Columbia Lakes Golf Invitational came to an end when Oklahoma
camefrombehindanddefeatedthe
Gretzen placed second with 174, Sunday.
and Gisselle Wuysyk out stroked
The Broncs beat Tulane at 970. Lady Broncs 88-68.
Arishmendi by one with 180.
"It was a bad tournament," said
"We were ahead of Oklahoma
Other finishes for the Lady Broncs head coach John Garcia. "It was so most of the first half and Dawn
were Brittany Wells, 198; Rebecca cold. The best part of it was the Beachler one of our better players
Moreno, 199; Shari Munson, 207; Thanksgiving dinner they prepared got herself into foul trouble and
and Zelinda Yanez, 108. This is the for us.•
that really hurt us because Dawn
The team left Edinburg on was really hot, butl'mexcitedabout
firstyearforUTPAtohavea women's
golf team.
Thanksgiving day to travel to what I saw," she said.
"We have a good prgram and we Columbia Lakes near Houston for a
The ladies will travel to Columbia,
enjoy each other's company,"
Missouri where they will participate
See Golf p.
in the Missouri Classic Tournament
Arishmendi said. "It makes being
on the team lots of fun and much .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

Men's Golf ends
•
h
W omen S go en season Wit season with 16th
Ioss to A rkansas-Little Rock place finish

'

If

Christine Diaz
Stlfll

d

Gloria Arishmendi of Corpus
Christi led the golf team in a twoday match against Arkansas-Little
Rock last week as the Lady Broncs
closed out their fall semester
schedule.
Arishmendi posted up rounds of
91 and 90 for a 18 1 total, but UALR
'swell -rounded team took the team
victory with 627 stokes compared
to the Lady Bronc's 781.
"I did not hit the ball as well as I
wanted to but I am willing to work
to imoprove, • Arishmendi said.
"We're imroovina a lot Evervone is easier."

The Pan American/ Laura Kay Kertesz

UTPA player Betty Flores blocks Veronica Reyes of Monterrey
Tech durlna the exhibition aame on November 20.

starting this weekend.
Coach Garner said Missouri is the
team's main concern going into the
Classic.
"We are going to play Missouri
on Friday. Missouri is a really tough
team, they really have gotten after it
and I think they (Lady Broncs) have
what it takes to compete with
Missouri," she said.
Shesaideachgirl displays a quality
and attitude about the game and
team.
"Each of them in their own special
way do something really good for

this team and once we put that all
together we are going to be all
right," she said.
The team improves with every
practice she said
"Our short term goals, for us
right now is to concentrate on
Missouri and do the little thing.5,"
she said. "We've got to cut down on
our turn overs. I think any time your
small goals catch up with your big
ones is when you are going to be a
winner. When we get into the
conference race these small thing.5
will have built into big things."

Fabry, Rodriguez voted as winners

Reproductive

Christine Diaz

Services

Staff

(d .~ Sl·-.;1t1ll' I>.-he \\'est• llarlingl'll , TX "'8550
The athletic department recently
announced the 1992-1993 winners
of the Lou Hassel and Ann LaMantia
Awards.
Michel Fabry, former Bronc tennis
star and now assistant tennis coach,
received the Lou Hassel Award as
top senior male student-athlete at
UTPA Fabry earned the highest
grade point average, 3.32 on a scale
of 4.0, compared to seven other
nominated student-athletes.

In association withAdoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

The Lou Hassel Award recognizes
male student-athlete for his athletic
and academic performance and is
named after the 1930 Bronc football
player who donated the trophy after
becoming a sucessful Houston
businessman.
Runners-up for the award were
Jorge Cavazos, soccer; Genaro
Davila, golf; and Martin Arteaga,
cross country/track. Also nominated
were Rick Clough and Mark
Swindell, baseball and Joakim
Peterson, golf.
Fabry has earned other honors
through his four years at UTPA,

If you're tired of wearing eye glassses or contact lenses,
let us Introduce you to RK (Radial Keratotomy)I

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: -1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

UNIVERSITY EYE CENTER
Eye Center with Laser Faclllfles

other services avakDle: Ca1aract and Lens lmpkllt Surge,y • Gbucorna (chronic. acu18)
[)kj:)818s aid other clseases of the refile (degenerations. deto::hmenls...)
Other diseases of the eye (medicd, su~l. laser treatments...)

a) Italian

suit
b) Italian car
c) Italian sub

UTPA Student, Staff a Faculty Discounts
Office Hours by Appointment

1400 W. UnlversifY.
Edinburg• 318-lao0

IF I

~
30 N. Park Plaza
Brownsville 546-1501

:=:•·•:❖;::::••.:.:_. /::.•

:;i!JijJ::!:::'.!1:jidJt::ntttft·

which include, 1993 Most Valuable
Performer at the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament and the 1993 Male
Athlete of the Year at UTPA.
Rachel Rodriguez, a native from
Edinburg received the Ann LaMantia
Award for top 1992-1993 female
student-athlete at UTPA.
Rodriguez earned the highest
GPA, 3.45 on a scale of 4.0, to top
one other nominee.
LauraArteaga, also from Edinburg,
was also nominated · for the
prestigious award. Arteaga
participated on the cross country
and track program and is now

Texas
attending,
Southern University.
Ro c,Jrig.~
ear,ne.d a..
, 500
Postgraduate Scholarship Award by
the Sun Belt Conference and is now
attending graduate school at Texas
Christian University.
The Ann LaMantia Award is
awarded to the top female studentathlete at UTPA and is named after
Ann LaMantia, a former member of
the Pan American University Board
of Reagents
Both awards are voted on by
head coaches, the athletic director,
and the sport information director.

ALWAYS 2
3YistRoor
:.=A1a+ PARTIES
X-HIBIT THURSDAY
TONIGHT!

tliC

ROCK THURSDAY
TONIGHT 3 BANDS

SEX HOSTILE
THINGS
\~5?:~Cjf
U.T.P.A. Students NO COVER w/1D

99¢ Buys Any Drink TILL 10:00

:·:::\.:
:::· " :•··

All Exotic Drinks 99¢. .
All Call Drinks 99¢ _ _!_!..!_

-·· .

:·-·-

:::::;:@..-----iiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

;j; Relieve the Stress with- ;
Guess which one's only

Holiday Specials
Everyday 1-3 p.m.

$1.69?

Beer$l.25
3-7 p.m.

Suits go out of scyle. Cars break down. Bue a hot Icalian sub, now chat's
something chat will keep you satisfied. So cry our new Icalian
Steak Sub, new Pizza Sub or hearty Meatball Sub all with Carm's
Marinara - authentic sauce from a recipe by our founder's
own mother. Six-inch Subs scan at just $1.69.
Now aren't you glad you cook chis test?

Beer$1.50
7 p.m. - 12 a.m.

,.SUBWAY?
ll1e Place Where Fresh is the Taste.'~

l (,)~J D:,c•c;,,

,:.

r,,

vii, , In

.-.

, ,

,,

102 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg

618 N. loth • Mc.Allen

380-2625

380-2625

..,

INTERNATIONAL TUESDAYS

NTA

MEXICO"S HOTTEST
ROCKBAND
EN CONCIERTO
DEC. 7TH
25¢ DRINKS, 25¢ BEERS, 25¢ WINE TILL 10
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Track team shoots into 93-94 season
David Hunter
Sports Edttor

The University of Texas A&M
Kingsville will be the first testing
ground for the Bronc and Lady
Bronc track teams. The men's team
this year has a strong core of veteran
runners returning, along with a
number of newcomers.
"I feel pretty good with the depth
we've got, and the experience we
have makes both relays that much

stronger," said assistant track coach
Keith Hutson.
The men's sprint relay has all
members returning. J.B. Pruitt,
Esteban Garza, Lamar Hunter and
Raul Barreda are looking forward to
breaking many records this year.
"We're all back, stronger than
ever,• Garza said. "Last year we
broke a school record and we're
ready to do it again this year. Also
we've got a lot of newcomers, so if
one of us gets hurt we've got a back
up," Garza said.
Garza, who specializes in the

relays and the 400 meter dash, says
that he is ready for his second year
in track.
"I have a lot more experience
and confidence mentally as well as
physically,• Garza said.
J.B. Pruitt took third last year at
the Sun Belt Conference
Championships and qualified
provisionally for the National
Championships in the 400 meter
hurdles. This year he has a good
chance to move up.
The men's mile relay is missing
Ben Sandoval, but Victor Benitez,

.':Jht..ttijiJ·•:·•iws.~J!R:i~!•!•·:·• ·•·:••:•·
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Indoor Track and Field

January

22

29
February

26-27

March

11-12

Cowboy Invitational
Red Raider Indoor Invitational
Sun Belt Conference Championships
at Arkansas State University
NCAA Division I Championships

TEXACO

Outdoor Track and Field
December 4
February 4-S
March

4-5

April

2

26

7-9
15-17

16
23-24

May

1
14-1 5

25
June

1-4

Earlybird Meet
UI'PA Triangular Meet
Border Olympics
Southwest Texas Quadrangular
Ty Terrell Relays
Texas Relays
Mt. San Antonio College Relays
Angelo State University
ITESM Invitational
Bronc Twilight Track Meet
Sun Belt Conference Championships
Last Chance Track Meet
NCAA Division I Chamlpionships in
Botse, Idaho

who injured his hamstring early last
year, will be able to fill the gap.
Kenneth McClain will be high
jumping for the Broncs.
"He cleared 6'7 in practice before
the Thanksgiving holiday,• Hutson
said. "He's got a lot of talent and
he's coachable."
This year's team also has a new
pole vaulter. Michael Cantu from
Weslato will have his first chance to
vault in the Sun Belt Conference.
Hutson said the addition of a pole
vaulter creates a well rounded team.
Chris Burns of Boling will be

helping in the sprints and Nick
Montanez will be helping in the
sprints and hurdles.
"Chris (Burns)is mainly a 100and 200-meter man but he can run
the 400 meter, too," Hutson said.
"Montanez has good foot speed."
Chris Chow from Stanton Island
New York and Shannon Crippen
will be competing in the throws.
The men's team will also have
Frank Lara in the 800 meter dash
and Freddy Esquivel in the sprints.
The women have only six girls on
the team.

A/C Repairs
Tune-Ups

Mary OCiflares • Owner/Operator

Brake Repairs

117A South 13th Street
Edinburg, Texas 78539

U-HAUL
501 N. Closner
Edinburg, TX
383-1882 • 383-4133
Beeper 318-6137

ff 383-2491
Hours: 8:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

EtPATO

Fal.t.M', 'BaJl6e.tt $bf,

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

Joe • Bobby • Omar
Rottier Halrstyllng

VALLEY-WIDE

W••~-~~-

DECEMBER SPECIAL

501 E. Cano• Edinburg• 383-9012
Call for appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome

"THE PATO PLATE"

••......................

Two Patos of the same kind,

••
·················--·--·········

H
.. WHITE FLOUR ~

Rice, Beans, a Sm. Hot Sauce
or Jalepeno & 1.6 oz. coke•

HPATOS
..··-------.......J

EARN
EXTRA MONEY
And Help Save Lives-Be a Plasma Donor

ONLY $2.99111
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOM EMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

$

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

On Pint Donation - New

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN {Pecan) •••••.•••••••••••••••••. , •.•••••••••
McALLEN Bua. 83) .•••.••••• , •••••••• , •••••••••••••••
McALLEN N. 10th). . • . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
EDINBURG • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
BROWNSVILLE •.••....•••••••.....•••..•••..•.•••••.
MISSION ............................................
WESLACO •..•••••••....••••.•••..•.••••••...••••.•.
HARLINGEN ••••••••••••••••..•••••••••...•••.•• ••••.

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sat. 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday appointment only

or

It's
Safe
& Easy

Brin UTPA LD. & receive $2 bonus.

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541--0241
585-4545
96~1414
428-6224

ALPHA
PLASMA CENTER
Sunday - Saturday 8:30 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
Call for information today! • Open 7 Days
102 S. 16th St. • McAllen• 682-4150

Genesis Hair
Fashion
921 South Closner, Suite E
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 381-8840

Hutson says the depth will be a
problemas far as team points are
considered but individually the team ,
will be all right
Delilah Johnson who qualified
for the 19')2 Olympic trials will be
back stronger than ever after having
taken time off.
Lori Garcia, Cynthia Cantu,
Veronica Vasquez and Karen
Williams are also returning.
Naomi Kramer, a high, long and
triple jumper, will be aiding .
Dora Flores will runs the 100
and 400 meter hurdles.

'--:'t·~ --..
·•.· .~~~
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Eva Oyervides

.'

Owner & Stylist

SPECIAL PRICES

LAC

Authentic

EL TACO

Mexican Food

for Students & Faculty
4to 10pm

.

show U.T.P.A. ID.

Monday:
Tuesday:

2 Tacos BJstek, Rice & Beans
2 Tacos (chicken fajitas), Rice & Beans
Wednesday:2 Tacos de Fajitas, Rice & Beans
Thursday: 2 Tacos (pork), Rice & Beans
~riday:
2 Tacos Bistek with chee.ie, Rice & Beans

....

~,:--~.-

• r:~,"7
• ,

1 ~':.'

. .)~

$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3.50

. ......·. .

, \
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.
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BOOK
BUY BACK
MEANS MONEY
IN YOUR POCKET!

321 W. University • Edinburg • 383-0521 • 383-7360

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers...professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

:

..

_ ,, • •

..

1,

"

•··.· _.:. ·.
. . ~.

We buy back books year-round.
Come see us first for all your
book and school supply needs!

South Texas Book & Supply

CALL COLLECT 210-692-7376

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

.:~

t

•

•

I

1518 W. University (behind Pizza Hut)
Edinburg,
Texas • 380-0345
..
•'

';,

I

'
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Working past regrets
Recognized
drama senior
realizes goals,
graduation
Lydia Puente
Sta.ff
Regrets-everyone has them.
Some people brood over their
miS ta kes and don't try to learn
from them. Others pick themselves up and do the best that
they can.
One UTPA student, Pamela
Caldwell, falls into the latter group,
and her life is a testament of her
determination to work past regrets.
Caldwell, an English and drama
education senior, will be graduating this month and the road hasn't
been easy.
She has had to attend school
straight for the past 18 months to
graduate when she wanted to.
"It's very difficult to work and
attend school at the same tim~ "
she said. "Some students can do
it, others just play ca(ch-up. •
Caldwell said she discussed the
situation early on in her college
career with her husband to decide what she could do.
"I talked it over with him and
we decided that we could survive
ifl didn't work for 18months, and

see Cs/dwell,

-

e an menca

ura . ertesz

Drama senior Pamela Caldwell has been named Outstanding
Student of 1993 by the Southwest Theatre Association.

p. 11

Rio magazine hits stands next week
copy editor and former editor, Diana Ybanez.
"I was very impressed with this magazine,• Ybanez
Arts and Entertainment E"'tor
said. "Last year, some people were complaining that
the magazine wasn't fulfilling its goals. The magazine
After a semester of continual work and concerted has shifted more to campus than the valley, but still ties
effort, the 17th issue of Rio Magazine is set to hit the valley events in.•
shelves.
As a former editor, Ybanez said she felt more relaxed
Rio editor Omar Gonzalez was excited about the working on this issue.
impending release of his labor of love.
"I'm very happy with the magazine,• Ybanez said.
"God, I don't
"Since I was Rio
even know how
editor last year,
I feel about it,•
I felt I didn't
he said. "I just
have a lot ofleehope people
way with the
pick it up. I hope
magazine bethey find the stocause I had to
ries entertaining
take care of so
and that it afmany things .
fects some part
Since I wasn't (in
of their lives."
charge) and
The process of
Omar was takassembling the
ing care of his
magazine was
business, .. . !
time-consuming
didn't have a lot
and challenging
of responsibility,
but Gonzalez
and I could add
said it wasn't the
a lot of creativhigh point.
ity to the pages.•
"The most exGonzalez said
citing thing was
Ybanez added a
....,,,,,
not putting it all
sense of profestogether but seesionalism to the
Rio editor Omar Gonzalez
ing it off (to
publication.
printing)," he said. "It "'!as finally done and a huge
Under Ybafiez, Rio magazine received an All-Ameriweight was lifted off my shoulders."
can rating from the Associate Collegiate Press and was
The 40-page magazine will feature a full-color cover rated Medalist by the Columbia Scholastic Press Assoand photos. Stories in the magazine include features ciation.
on the UTPA dance team, student actor Kirk Davidson,
Gonzalez said he hopes next semester's issue will be
the university chapel, a student jazz ensemble and even better.
local concerts.
"Hopefully the magazine will include something
Gonzalez said the theme of the magazine was to that will deal more with Hispanics,• Gonzalez said.
focus on campus related activities and events. It is a
The magazine will be on the stands as early as
change in coverage that did not go unnoticed by Rio's Monday.

Alvaro Rodriguez

'Loser' artist has more ambition than his creation
Lydia Puente
SUif/'
It starts with
a spark of inspiration. A sudden
flash that gets
the blood warm
and the spirit
jumping. Instantly, everything else becomes unimportant
except that vision, that goal, that
dream.
For artist and UTPA student,
Cayetano Garza, Jr., inspiration can
strike at inopportune times.
"When I get an idea, usually I
drop everything and focus on that.
Unfortunately for me, most of the
time it happens in class."
Garza, an art education sophomore, said he enjoys drawing and
writing comic books as opposed to
other forms of art.
He said he prefers drawing because he feels it is more satisfying.

"Drawing is more immediate," this big smile and told me how
he said. "I also feel it is less 'high- proud she was of me.•
His interest continued through
brow' than other forms of art, but
that doesn't mean it is of any lesser his years in elementary school.
A native of Harlingen, Garza
value."
Garza started his art career early received support from his fifth grade
during his second grade year, when teacher who took a liking to his
he produced a comic book on work.
"Back then I was kind of a shy
simple notebook paper, "Super Fat
kid, but my teacher, Mrs. Whitly,
Dot,• and sold it to his friends.
would ll1ake these ~ d little helped m ':and 'drew me out of my
comic strips and sell them for 25 shell,• he said.
cents for extra lunch money," he
Garza said
said.
she encouraged
He said he was drawn to art at
him and was so
that age because he didn't feel he
impressed with
was good at anything else.
his comic, "In
"I wasn't good at sports, I wasn't
the Attic," she
good at anything that the regular
made copies for
kids were good at, so I started to
the entire fifth
draw,• Garza said.
grade class.
He said he received support from
His attention then shifted somehis family, though he ·w as nervous what when he started to devote
of their reaction at first.
more time to writing in junior high.
"I'll never forget the first time I
"At the time there were no art
showed my mom one of my draw- classes that I could take at that
ings,• he said. "She just stared at it school," he said. "I always liked
for a while and then she gave me

writing so I decided to pursue that figured he would hate it, but sur- I realized to understand it I had to
know the concepts behind it."
prisingly he liked it," he said.
for a while."
Towards the end of his senior
When he made the transition to
During this
year,
Garza leaned toward studyhigh school he had the opportunity
time Garza being
art
history but was still wary of
to become more involved in art.
came more fahis
abilities.
He said that while his art teacher
miliar with the
"I had entered my work in the
was good, he didn't feel he really
local art scene.
student
art show and I came to the
learned anything.
He said the first
decision
that if I won the show I
"We had to do these hokey
art show he atwould pursue an art education," he
projects at first," he said, "but lucktended. . ocused
said.
ily for me, my teacher, 'a llowed me
on ll\Q<fern art,
As fate wou1d Rave it, Garza won
to go off on my own and do things but he didn't understandlt.
all three scholarships awarded at
that interested me more."
It was then that he decided to
He said his senior year was the learn as much as he could about the show and headed to UTPA to
continue his education.
pinnacle of his high school years. the theories of art.
During that time he helped put
see Artist, p. 11
"I just didn't get it,• he said, "but
together a graphic novel titled "The
Dogs of War," with his friends.
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - .
He also worked as a cartoonist
for the campus newspaper, The
Cardinal, and helped to create the
cover for the yearbook, El Arroyo.
It was during his stint at the
newspaper that he took one of his
first stabs at satire when he drew a
cartoon making fun of the school's
band director.
"I didn't like him too much and I

s
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Student Cut $5

?tatu~~
The Nall Salon
We now have a

Licensed Faclallst
Call Letty for appointment!

OPEN: WF - 9am~pm • TT-9arn-9prn
Saturday- 9 am -3 pm • Closed Monday

l~~~~r:;~,Ji,AI.D. 380•6588
2002 W. Unlversl , Ste. 2 • Edlnbur

380-2239

2108 South Hwy. 281 • Edinburg, Texas 78539
(210) 383-1242 • 383-4312 • Home 383-4328

nan••••

STATE FAllM ~NCE COMPANm

INsuaANC'-

"Liu a good neighbor, SIIM Fa,-, ls there."

A

Home Offlcea: B1oom1aa. DHnola

* Luxurlm 1,2 ud 3 ••droom
* 2 sWinnnl19 pool•
* Tunis tourfl
* family ad adalt
* Beautifully ludmptd
* Clote to Hhools-Walk to U.T.P.A.
* Cabua wit~ Bar-8-Q
* On-1ite 1111119em111t24-hour 111er9my maintmm
* Courtesy patrol

FREE STUDENT
TEXTBOOK
Science and Health with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy

CALL 686-4241

OPEN Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 •Edinburg ,

Sam Saldivar ·
Insurance Agency

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT COMMUNITY
THAT OFFERS SO·MUCH MORE •••

Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas

Regular Cut $7

·!:

Order your

Party Trays for Holiday
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SANDWICHES
Customer'e Choice - Choooe from freeh roa5t beef, ham or turkey on white
or wheat with American or 5wi55 chee5e, lettuce, tomato and mayonnal5e.
lnclude5 chip5 and pickle. Roa5t Beef- $3.50
Ham or Turkey- $3.25
Submarines - A dellclou5 combination of roa5t beef, turkey, ham, cotto
5alami, "!ipecial dre55in0°, tomato,lettuce,onion,American and Swie!i chee5e.
lnclude!i chip!i, pepperocini and pickle. $3.95
Barri5ter - Sauteed ham, turkey, cotto 5alami and roa5t beef on a kali;er
roll with melted Swi55 chee5e, lettuce, tomato, onion, mayonnai5e and
mu5tard. lnclude5 chip5, pepperocini and pickle. $3.95
Chicken Sandwich - Bonele55 chicken brea5t 5andwich with melted 5wi55
Chee5e, tomato, lettuce, onion. lnclude5 chip!i and pickle. $4.00

I:

EL BOSQUE

Jj

1/2 Sandwich w/Soup - $3.25

SOUPS & SALADS

CHEF - Fre5h 5alad topped with roa5t !ieef, ham, turkey, and two chee5e5.
Choice of dre55inq, plu5 cracker5. $3.75
TOSSED - Fre5h garden 5alad w/cracker5. $2.25
SOUP OF THE DAY - 5mall cup. $1.50 / large cup. $2.50
DRINKS - Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite or Iced Tea. 554
DESSERT - Cookic:5. ~

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

1609 West Sohunior •Edinburg, Texas 78S39

llllllflWll!DI

):{
•,: \

iry our .lellcloull party tra)'ll for -;our next gathering! Ma.I~ to -yr,Jr or.ler.

Dine In - Take Out or Delivery •Mon.-Fri. 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
For fa5ter del"wery 5ervice call In order early!

210-383-8382

2111. ·t11110
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'Perfect' entertainment
Trio of new films offer good time at the movies
A Perfect World
•A Perfect World," directed by Clint
Eastwood, dives into father-son relationships and turns up a winner.
Kevin Costner plays an escaped convict
who becomes a pseudo-father to a young
Jehovah's Witness boy CT.J. Lowther).
Lowther, who steals the show with his
emotional reactions, stars as the abducted
hostage in this action-packed but tender
picture.
•A Perfect World" takes the viewer
through the lives of two sons that are
dealing with or have dealt with growing up
without a father or a father that just didn't
care. This movie, like Eastwood's last blockbuster, "Unforgiven,• does not try to have
good or bad guys but real people who deal
with what life has offered them. It is this
approach that makes the movie's ending
such a powerful statement.
Trinidad Gonzales

C***"' ) -

Tbe Remains of tbe Day
Here's a film not for everyone's liking,
but some audiences will find themselves
deeply involved in the story of a serene
English butler who so suppresses his emotions that he inadvertently dismisses the
world around him and life itself.
•Toe Remains of the Day• is the story of
Stevens, that butler, played with charm
and poise by the fantastic Anthony Hopkins
(one of the finest actors working today).
Stevens exercises a firm control over the
mansion of an English lord, and pays
meticulous attention to each detail in the

keeping of the house.
When a young, attractive woman is hired
as the manor's housekeeper, Stevens finds
himself drawn to her, but his duties as a
butler override his heart.
Emma Thompson stars as the housekeeper who struggles to understand
Stevens' obsessive behavior.
"The Remains of the Day" is a love story
set against the backdrop of 1930s Europe.
While Stevens goes on with his daily
duties, the important men of the world
congregate in secret meetings in the lord's
house. Courses of action are decided upon
in international affairs while Stevens is
totally unaware of the occurrences around
him.
While "The Remains of the Day" might
be slow for some audiences, it, like Stevens,
requires fine-tuned attentive skills. It is
certainly one of the year's most beautiful
ftlms, with its enormous mansion and
rolling, green hills and gardens, but, importantly, the beauty spreads to the story.
> - Alvaro Rodriguez

C***-;

Addams Family Values
Here's a sequel that was begging to
made. Director Barry Sonnenfeld (who
helmed the first •Addams" movie and gained
critical acclaim as the cinematographer on
the Coen brothers' movies) has returned to
give us more of that creepy and kooky
family with the knockout mom and the
psycho kids.
"Addams Family Values" is about as
friendly as a chainsaw and its humor is just

Sad, sweet 'Heart'
Jeff Bridges film finds second life on video
Alvaro Rodriguez

"Addams Family Values" is about as friendly
as a chainsaw and its
humor is just as teethy.
as teethy. This is a comedy that wears its
irony on its sleeve.
The story, as if it were really important,
is that there's a new baby in the family (he
has his father's moustache), so the
Addamses are on the lookout for a new
nanny. After a little trial and error, they find
Debbie (Joan Cusack), a blonde bombshell that looks too good to be true,
especially after she puts the moves on
Uncle Fester (Christopher Lloyd).
Debbie has ulterior motives and Addams
kid Wednesday (Christina Ricci) figures it
out To get rid of them, Debbie has Wednesday and her brother Pugsley set to a
summer camp from hell.
But in a movie like this, the audience
happily skips over trifles like plot and
instead head for juicy bits of humor. They'll
find a lot to laugh at here (best scene: a
Thanksgiving play put on by the kids at
camp).

Written by Paul Rudnick (who penned "I
Hate Hamlet,• the first play of the UT
season earlier this semester), the movie is
full of sick and twisted humor (particularly
when the older Addams children try to get
rid of their new sibling). It should be a
crowd pleaser. (***)-Alvaro Rodriguez

Arts and Entertainment Editor

•American Heart" is a movie that
was never shown in Valley theaters
that will likely find a deserved second
life on home video.
It tells the story of an ex-con, freshly
released from prison (Jeff Bridges)
who, while washing up in the bathroom of the bus station after being
released, comes face to face with his
teenage son (Edward Furlong). The
kid wants a father but Dad would be
just as happy without a son. He hands
the kid some bills and tells him to wait
at a cafe across the street while he
finishes washing up. The boy leaves
and the camera follows the father out
of the bathroom and onto another
bus. He has left his son behind.
Or has he? As he gets on the bus, he
sees his kid sitting a few seats back.
The kid is smart enough to know his
father's intentions.
What the makers of "American
Heart" intend to show is a how a
broken man attempts to repair the
damage done between himself and his
son, with little money and ·little chance
of success. It's a convincing, sad
family drama.
The makers of "American Heart,•
director Martin Bell and producer/
photographer Mary Ellen Mark, had
delved into this subject matter before
with 1985's "Streetwise,• one of the

most poignant documentaries ever
made. "Streetwise" followed the lives
of runaway and throwaway children
on the streets of Seattle as they made
friendships out of necessity and did
most of what they did out of a need to
survive.
In "Streetwise," one of the children
the audience meets is a boy much like
Furlong's character in "American
Heart.• He's on the street while his
father (his only family) serves time in
prison for burglary and attempted
arson. In "Streetwise,• the camera
follows the boy on a visit with his
incarcerated dad. "I'll be getting out
soon,• the father says. "We'll make it
together. You keep me straight and I'll
keep you straight.•
It's a line that's repeated in the
fictional •American Heart," and it
seems that this film wants to explore
what may have happened to the real
child in "Streetwise" if things had been
different.
It's a fascinating approach to
filmmaking when a single director
takes both a documentary and a
fictional look at the same subject
(Michael.Apted did it w,ith "Incident at
Oglala" and "Thunderheart"). Both
films are interesting studies, but
"Streetwise" carries so much more
weight because the audience knows
these children are real.
,
For an interesting evening's viewing,
check out both •American Heart" and
"Streetwise.• Then brace yourself.

~---~=----.,..""\------------------~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--_-_-_-_-_______________
Dance
'Alegria'
kicks off
-season

___J

The colorful and exciting
dances of Mexico and Spain will
be featured in •Alegria 93-94, • at
7 p.m. Dec. 18 and at 2 p.m.
Dec. 19 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Twenty-one students from all
areas of the Valley participate in
the dance group, under the
direction of Mary and Frank
Munoz of the health and kinesiology department
A professional flamenco
dancer, Rey Duran of Mexico
City, worked with the company
on a flamenco dance suite titled
"Juerga Flamenca, • which will
feature the entire company in a
grand finale.

CASSETTES

99
VIDEO

unless
otherwise
shown

GAMES

~
fl

ON SALE
NOW!
THE BAND
Jf>

Other dances include the
classical Spanish "zapateado" and
the "paso doble."
The group will also present •1a
Danza de! Venado, • a dance
native to the state of Sonora1
Mexico, and "La Revoluci6n •
based on a series of popula;
songs linked with the Mexican
revolution of 1910.

fl$ Jir{tfho, PYRAMID
CS $7.99 CD $12.99

COMPACT DISCS

s

!!
.\tP.."'

Tickets are on sale at the
chambers of commerce in
Edinburg, McAllenI MissionI
Pharr and Weslaco; at Melhart
Music Center in McAllen, and at
the Valley Chamber of Commerce
in Weslaco.
Tickets are $5 for adults in
advance or $7 at the door·
children (12 and under) $2 at the
door, and UTPA faculty, staff and
stu dents $4 at the door with a
validated ID.
For more information, call 3812314.

BFA
exhibit
opens
Monday

r
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'Live' Velvet CD is 'kinda' worth having
Alvaro Rodriguez
Arts olld E11tertatnmen, Editor

lbe Velvet Underground
"live MCMXCJil"

Sire
In order to accept that The Velvet Underground, a band constantly
~fforded the responsibility of being the most influential rock band
in subversive history, had reunited
for who-knows-how-long, one had
to accept that it would be fleeting
and it would be flawed. "Live
~CMXCIII" captures both aspects
ltke only a live album could (and
there's two versions--a long and a
short). Get the long one. It's better.
A brief history for the uninitiated: The Velvet Underground existed from around 1966-70, released
four "official" records, influenced
everybody and their dog and broke

Artist, from 9 _____________________________

Garza, who also played clarinet in the school band, in, someone can't open it without making it worthl~,
also
received a music scholarship at UTPA and entered so some fans are just buying two, one to save and the
Underground" and "Loaded," their
majoring
in both music and art.
other to read.•
sound changed: On number one,
he
said
he
discovered
that
music
Hesaidhefeelsitisn'tjustthephysicalqualityofthe
Soon
though,
German chanteuse Nico's vocals
wasn't
for
him
and
concentrated
on
his
art.
comics
that has deteriorated but also the art and the
added a gothic dimension to Lou
"I
do
love
making
music,
but
I
just
didn't
feel
like
I
stories
as
well.
Reed's intellectual pop; John Cale's
belonged
there
(in
the
music
department),"
he
said.
"The
bigger
publishers don't allow the artists to
electric viola sawed through the
Garza
said
luck
was
on
his
side
when
he
went
to
The
express
themselves,•
he said "It's all about making
visionary "Heroin,• the song for
Pan
American
offices
and
asked
if
he
could
help.
money."
which Maureen "Mo" Tucker pro"I went in figuring they would reject me but they
His disillusionment with the current ~cene led him
vided the trance-like, monotone
welcomed
my
help,"
he
said.
to
sell most of his collection of comics because they
backbeat; and Sterling Morrison
Garza
has
since
created
the
strip
"Loser•
for
The
Pan
don't
interest him anymore.
played cool electric guitar. Then,
American
and
also
contributes
editorial
cartoons.
Garza
said he now spends time researching underon "White Light,• things got loud
He
said
that
while
he
enjoys
his
work
he
doesn't
like
ground
comics
but also comics of the 60s.
and abrasive, as if Cale and Reed
He
said
underground
comics of today cover more
doing
political
cartoons.
"-had prefigured Sonic Youth by over
"While
most
of
the
work
I
do
talks
about
social
controversial
issues
than
what is in the mainstream.
a decade. Cale left before the third
issues
I
don't
like
getting
political,•
he
said.
"Comics
are
less
reality-based
but they still have a
album, and was replaced by the
Garza
said
that
he
just
states
his
opinion
in
his
work
quality
that
people
can
identify
with,•
Garza said.
John Csle Is my favorite Velvet. forgotten Velvet, Doug Yule, who,
and
isn't
concerned
with
what
other
people
think.
He
said
his
"Loser"
strip
is
an
example
where the
it is important to note, played a
"If
people
like
my
ideas
that's
fine,
if
they
don't
that's
subject
is
a
slacker
in
a
dysfunctional
family.
up without making a dent in the major role in the realization of
Garza, who recently published a "Loser" minipopularity polls. On each of their Reed's new happy pop. On fine too," he said.
Comics
have
long
since
been
part
of
the
subculture
comic,
will be able to show more of his warped vision
four studio albums, "The Velvet "Loaded,• Tucker had va~ted, too,
of
America
and
there
has
been
a
resurgence
in
their
when
he
releases his first full length comic, "Chained
Underground and Nico,"· "White
see
Velvet,
p.
13
·
popularity in recent years.
Vixens," in January.
Light/White Heat," "The Velvet
Garza said that while this sudden popularity is good
He has fallen prey to the times somewhat as he now
in some ways, it is a rip off in others.
uses computer graphics to help enhance his work.
"The big comic publishers, such as DC and Marvel
"I like what computers can do with my art, but I've
rip their fans off by producing such low quality never give.up using my hands," he said.
books," he said.
Garza said that while he is somewhat.of a slacker ·
Garza said the way some comics are produced now like his character "Loser," he believes in working hard
, is a marketing ploy to get people to buy more.
for what he wants.
these
are _
placed
"Drawing
is my livelihood,• he said. "It's my voice.•
"With the from
plastic9bag.s
Cs/dwell,
_ that
__
_comics
___
___
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

Local poet
Carmen Tafolla
to perform
Saturday .

Renowned poet and McAllen
native Carmen Tafolla will perform
from her pretry at 2 p.m. Saturday
in the LRC Media Theatre.
The performance will follow,a 1
p.m. reception.
Tafolla, author of "Sonnets to
Human Beings," is generally considered to be one of the finest
chicana poets of her time. For more
information, call 381-3480.

THE BAND Jericho
PYRAMID, featuring: JERICHO

BELLY Star

DAVID BOWIE The Singles 1969-1993

SIR£, featuring: GEPETTO

RYKODISC

BOY GEORGtAt Worst. ..The Best Of Culture Club

; $BK; featuring: EVERYTHING I OWN

VIDEO

unless
otherwise
shown

GAMES

7669 7669 East From A Bad Block
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MOTOWN, featuring: So HIGH

.

ON SALE
NOW!
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CONCRETE
.BLONDE
Mexican Moon.
CAPITOL

.

-

CS $7.99 CD $12.99

ELVIS
COSTELLO
2 1/2 Years (box
set), RYKOOISC
CD ONLY $3!l.99

WHITE ZOMBIE La Sexorcisto ...
GEFFEN, featuring: THUNDER Ktss 65

GIN
BLOSSOMS
New Mi11erabfe
EJ<(tefience, A&M
CS $7.99 CD$11.99

GIPSY KINGS

Chronologie,

Love & Liberte.

DREYFUS

ELEKTRA

CS $7.99 CD $12.99

CS $7.99 CD $12.99

JO HN HIATT

ERICK SERMON No Pressure
flAL, featuring: STAY REAL

...

RICKIE LEE
JONES

PLAY IT BY
EAR, VOL.2

are

TOOL

THE VELVET

co Game, RYKOOISC Undertow,
Traffic From
Pedectly Good
UNDERGROUND
Gwtar, A&M
ct·
CD ONLY $27.99
ZOO ENTERTAINMENT
Live MCMXC/11,
cs
$7 99 CD $11 99 Para 1se, GEFFEN
·
'
CS $7.99 CD $12.99 THE SMITHS cs $7.99 CD $12.99 WARNER BROS
CS S7.99 CD $13.99
GEORGE
MINT
Hatful Of Hollow, A TRIBE
HOWARD
CONDITION
srnE
CALLED QUEST Laserlight
When Summer
From The Mint
CS s7.99 CD 512·99 Midnight
Pop, Jazz & More.
Comes, GRP
Factory, PERSPECTIVE SOUNDTRACK Marauders, Jrv£
LASERUGHT
CS $7.99 CD $12.99
CS $7.99 C0$11.99 Poetic Justice,
CS$1.9S CD $12.99 3 Cassettes $10.00
2 Compact Discs S10.00
EPIC

CS$7.99 CD $13.99
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QUEEN LATIFAH Black Reign
MOTOWN, featuring: U.N.I.T.Y.

ONE DOVE Morning Dove White
FFRR, featuring: WHITE LOVE

She said that her family was a
tremendous help during this time.
"My parents especially encouraged me saying, 'If you're sure this
is what you want to do, go for it,' so
I did,• Caldwell said.
At the beginning of her college
career, Caldwell's job limited the
amount of time she could devote to
the drama department
She instead focused on her English courses and another love of
hers, writing.
Caldwell said that while she loved
the courses she was taking, something always drew her back to the
theater.
"I'd pass the theater and hear the
rehearsals, and all the other commotion and I wanted to be a part of
that," she said.
She realized, however, that she
could not participate in theater
and continue her other activities
COWBOY JUNKIES Pale Sun, Crescent Moon, .,,t while in school.
RCA, featuring: THE POST
..
·0 ·,,,., ·
She debated her decision until
communications professor Dr.
Doug Cummins chose tier-as assistant director for the play "Death of
an Anarchist.•
•1 wasn't sure I could do it, but
he had the confidence in me, and
I soon decided to shift my focus to
the theater,• she said.
Caldwell's theater career has continued on an upward climb as she
has been in several University Theatre productions, including the reCRASH TEST DUMMIES God Shuffled His Feet
cent "Our Country's Good."
A~ISTA, featuring: MMM,MMM,MMM,MMM
She added to her list of accomplishments when she was named
1993 Outstanding Student of the
Year by the Southwest Theatre
Association.
The association covers five states,
includingArkansas, Louisiana, New ·
Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas and
the criteria includes academic as
well as theatrical record.
Dr. Marian Manta, communications professor, said that even
though Caldwell was in competition with big universities such as
UT-Austin and SMU, she wasn't
surprised when she won. ·
·1 was delighted but not too
surprised,• Manta said. "Pam is a
dedicated student and there
not
many better than her.•
Caldwell is spreading her wings
beyond the campus as she ·has
become involved in producing
plays for the Hidalgo County Historical Museum. She said the four
plays which were written and deBOB DYLAN World Gone Wrong
signed around an exhibit over the
COLUMBIA, featuring: BLOOD IN MY EYES
Coahuiltecan Indians are historical
in nature.
"The director of education of the
museum, Oliver franklin, wanted
to do a production that was pertinent to the area, and I believe this
cycle of plays helps provide a good
overview to that era," she said.

school and taking correspondence
courses, she received her high
school diploma.
She said she wanted to attend
college but was unsure of what she
could do.
"It had been 18 years since I had
attended school, so I didn't know if
I was ready to handle algebra or
biology or any of those other
courses,• she said.

this December will be the 18th
month," she said.
Caldwell had to put off some
plans when she got pregnant during her senior year in high school.
"I had to leave that semester and
quit the newspaper and niy role in
the school play,• she said.
Caldwell said she had the support of her family and her husband.
Later on, by attending night

MC LUSCIOUS Back To Boom!!
BASIX MUSIC, featuring: TASTE MY LOVE

• 2017 S. 10TH ST. ACROSS
FROM LA PLAZA MALL NEXT TO
COLBERT'S 682-6373
Do ALL your Christmas sho

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND Man And AWoman...
DISCOVERY

EURYTHMICS Live 1983-7989
featuring: SWEET DREAMS

ARISTA,

Gift
Certificates
Available

Sa le pri ces effect ive December 1st through 14th , 1993. Quantit ies li mited . BBM 7795

ing in less than an hour!

The plays, which run until April,
feature a few University Theatre
regulars such as Carter ·Robinson,
Susibeth Villanueva and Geraldo
Gonzales.
She said she isn't ashamed to
admit iliat she made a mistake
becausejn the end life goes on.
"Basically if you are given a second chance, then go' for it. That is
what I did,• she said. "It isn't easy
but it's worth it, believe me it's
worth it."
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Carlos R. Bravo, a freshman mathematics major.

Richard Coronado, a senior English major.
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Hugo Camacho, a freshman art major.
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Play SNES/Genesis?
Get the Multi-Game Hunter
to allow you to bac~-up
games on hard disks and
·never use cartridges again.
/

For more information,
call George, 581-3103.

Looks like a
,.Jr~.~~- Vivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

The Creative Crofters
A "Mini Craft Mau· and
"Boutique· featuring handmade
Items, wearable art. homemade

candy and much more.
~ Affordable,
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unique
Christmas gifts.

Booths available
& Consignments welcome.

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sun. 1 to 6 p.m. ·

1005 W. Vine
(W. of Kllnck's on N. 10th)
McAllen • 682-4431
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Velvet, from 11_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
replaced by Yule's brother, Billy. Shortly after that,
Yule became the captain of a sinking ship, recording
a fifth Velvet record, "Squeeze,• whose existence, like
the Yul~ brothers', everyone seems to deny.
Two hve records of the Velvets first time around are
available, both after Cale left the band, the mostly
superlative "1969• (a double album), and the fascinating "Live at Max's Kansas City,• a mono, semi-official
"bootleg• recording on which the audience's conversations often override Reed's vocals.
"Live• is not like either previous live anempt. It
stands as a testament to the past, moving beyond the
Velvets' time together to the way the members have
grown as solo artists. It's damn good proof that Cale
was the best thing to happen to the band and that Reed
has, in the words of another critic, "gone Las Vegas."
While the playing of each member is, on this record,
very good, Reed's vocals lack any sense of phrasing
and instead sound bombastic and tired as if he's
adapted U2's The Edge's terse reading or' "Numb" to
Wayne Newton. It grates upon the nerves of even the

most devoted of fans, which is a sad thing to admit.
History repeats itself, or so they say, and Reed's vocals
on "Live" seem the '90s sonic equivalent of "Metal
Machine Music."
It is Cale who each and every time brings Reed up
from the pits of narcissism and pretentiousness. Although on a silly track called "Velvet Nursery Rhyme,"
Reed includes Cale in the announcement that "this is
all pretentious shit," it at least seems that Cale is
putting in the effort that Reed lacks.
It's also great to hear Cale play on the post-Cale
songs like "Some Kinda Love" (he saves it), "Rock 'N'
Roll" and "Pale Blue Eyes," as well as his beautiful
renditions of "The Gift" and "All Tomorrow's Parties.•
In the end, "Live MCMXCIII" is not the ideal introduction to the band; for that, newcomers are pointed
to the first record (it's a peach). But for fans, "Live"
serves its purpose as a document illustrating a strange
moment in rock history. All that and a new song,
"Coyote," (it's good, and Reed sings it), too.

1banks to Erle Rasmussen for creative asst.stance.

From Golf p.7_ _ _ __

From Mustangs p,6 _ __

three day tournament in the bitter
cold.
Freshman Miguel Perez led UTPA
with 235 strokes and tied for 40th.
Steve Bazan finished 241, Anders
Mankurt ended with 242.
"The weather and the long course
had a lot to do with our
perfromance," Garciasaid. "I thinkwe
could liave done a lot better under
different conditions."
Jamie S<;:hmitt of Baylor captured
a one-hole, sudden death playoff
over Drew Scott of Rice to win the
· tournament.
.
Baylor won the team standings
with 898 strokes, 12 strokes ahead
of runner-up Oral Roberts.

From Broncs p.6 _ ~ - -

The winners of the basketball
tournament will travel toSanAntonio
for the regional competition.
Next semester intramurals will
also be offering softball and
volleyball, as well as the individual
sports of raquetball, tennis and
badminton.
Cabrera encourages more women
to sign up for intramural sports.
"We want more women to
participate in our tournaments,"
Cabrera said. "We know there are
some women out there who played
sports inhighschool. We challenge
them to come and form teams and
compete against each other.•

The Rams 96-56. Any mistakes
the
Broncs
made
were
overshadowed by the sound beating
that Tech received.
Guy Led all players, starting where
he left off last year with 31 points
and seven assits.
Greg Black and Reggy Scott were
the other Broncs in double figures
with 11 and 14 respectively.
In the second half, the Bronc
offense came alive, putting together
a 19-5 run to pull away from Tech
for good. A tough Bronc defense
force 30 turnovers.

TypingScrvlce1 Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proofreading & editing. More than
1Oyears experience. Call 585-2838.
Writing ScrvJ.ccsz Es.says, research papers and resumes. Composition, mechanics, grammar. Call
380-1563 rush jobs.
Pump up the Jams with Dan the
Man. Sexy, exciting, fun, male
dancer. Call 630-9()<,X).
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Need help with research papers?
Es.says? Qualified tutor. B.S., M.A.
630-3492.
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Waco ISO has lmrnnJla&e

openlnp for the following
positions: Early Olildhood,
•Bilingual Kindergarten Elementary (K-6) •special Education
Learning Resources • Reading
• Math, Art Band, Gifted/
Talented. Salary supplement for
teachers currently on career
ladder. "Signing Bonus for 199394. For more information and to
request an application, call
WISD's Job Vacancy Hotline 24
hours a day at (817) 755-9592, or
c6ntact: Waco ISD Human
Resources Office, 5011:ranklin

Ave. W~COt TIC.7670r(8f7)755- '
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RE SERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN I NG CORPS

·ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$<5,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide
benefits. No experience neoes-sary! Get the neces.5ary head start
on next summer. For more info
call: 1-2<>6-545-4155 ext. A5863,

422 1/2 E. University

1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

Edinburg • 383-9035
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383-7122

Caprice
816 S. Closner • Edinburg
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kinko•s

the copy center

Justin, Wrangler, Red Wing,
Roper, Stetson, Resistol
316 E. University Dr.
Edinburg• 383-5801

10 a.m.-8 p.m. • Monday- Saturday
1 - 6 p.m. • Sunday
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college
elective that builds your self-confidence, develops
your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challenges of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, so
there's no reason not to try it out right now.
For more information contact Major Lazo at the
Military Science Department, room 204 - Southwick
H,ll ~ph=• 381-3600

Only YOU can prevent this!

1

ARMY ROTC

m

SMARTF.ST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN 'lllKE.

Vacancies in Student Government Association Senate ·
and student positions on Campus Life & Academic Committees

Apply NOW at
the Student Government Association Office
University Center Room 315 or Office of Student Development UC 205 or call 381·2517
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